Sequence is the order in which things happen.

When you read think about what happens first, next and last.

Good readers pay attention to the order of events in the story.
A noun names a person, place, thing or animal.

Examples:

Person
- boy
- Emma
- John
- teacher

Place
- school
- mall
- park
- kitchen

Thing
- blanket
- chair
- lamp
- book

Animal
- dog
- cat
- bird
- giraffe
When a single vowel is followed by the letter r, it has a sound that is neither short or long but r-controlled.

When the letter a is followed by a r it changes the sound. Ar says /ar/

Examples:
car star garden target darling

When the letter o is followed by an r it changes the sound. Or and ore both say /or/

Examples:
corn torn porch morning thorn
tore more shore score store